The following phishing or spam e-mail was received by members of the Bergen Community College on or around March 11, 2013. DO NOT click on any links and DO NOT respond to this email or any e-mail you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Bergen Community College will never ask for personally identifiable information.

• Subject: Dear User,
• Date: Mon, 11 Mar 2013 03:44:42 -0700 (PDT)
• From: Administrator <bromley@4j.lane.edu>
• Reply-To: Administrator <info@admin.edu>
• To: info@admin.edu

*Dear User,*

**
*Your password will expire in 48Hours Click Here*
<URL intentionally removed by ITS>
to validate your e-mail *
**

*Thanks For Your Understanding.  
System Administrator*  
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